
SELFSAT>IP antenna58
Frequency : 10.7 ~ 12.75 GHz
Gain : 36.1 dBi @ 12.7 GHz
Size : 517 × 517 × 70mm
Weight : 10.0kg 

SELFSAT>IP antenna21
Frequency : 10.7 ~ 12.75 GHz
Gain : 34.5 dBi @ 12.7 GHz
Size : 566 × 300 × 70mm
Weight : 6.7kg

SELFSAT>IP antenna36
Frequency : 10.7 ~ 12.75 GHz
Gain : 33.7dBi @ 12.7GHz
Size : 512 × 272 × 69mm
Weight : 5.7kg 

World's firstWorld's first SAT SAT>IP certified IP certified Flat antennaFlat antenna (IP LNB integrated)(IP LNB integrated)World's first SAT>IP certified Flat antenna (IP LNB integrated)

ANTENNA

Watch Satellite Broadcasting Channels on Your Mobile Devices!

legacy1legacy1 legacy2legacy2
SAT>IPSAT>IP

legacy1 legacy2
SAT>IP

Various designs and different performance for different satellite environment!
(Compact size but powerful performance)

Optimum Solution for

SELFSAT>IP antenna is SELFSAT flat antenna equipped with SAT>IP technology. SELFSAT>IP antenna provides one step solution for SAT>IP 

technology as well as the most delightful and modern design. SELFSAT>IP antenna enables providing Full channels of HD & UHD satellite broadcast-

ing through Wi-Fi and it supports up to 8 different mobile devices simultaneously. 

One of the best features of SELFSAT>IP antenna is that it has 2 legacy outputs for conventional use, so it is easier to install the antenna itself while 

serving the most basic use of satellite antenna for conventional TVs. 

Another great part of using SELFSAT>IP antenna is that all you need is one thin LAN cable instead of multiple coaxial cable connections. 

The world requires something more compact and light and SELFSAT>IP antenna is now taking part of the worldwide trend set by SAT>IP technology.
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Supports HD & UHD

Up to 8 devices
simultaneously

On Mobile devices

Small size

2 legacy outputs

No need to simulcast in IP

SAT>IP Certification

No more Set-top Box



WithWith SELFSAT>IP ANTENNA..With SELFSAT>IP ANTENNA..SELFSAT>IP ANTENNA is..is..SELFSAT>IP ANTENNA is..

SELFSAT>IP antenna is SELFSAT Antenna complied with new SAT>IP technology. SELFSAT>IP antenna enables distributing Full 

channels of HD & UHD satellite broadcasting channels through Wi-Fi. 

Also, one SELFSAT>IP antenna can serve up to 8 different mobile devices simultaneously.

Satellite services become available on more devices. By using SELFSAT>IP antenna, you can watch live satellite broadcasting 

channels on more devices such as smart devices, laptop computers, conventional TV and so on… Set-top box is no more 

required.

Also, SELFSAT>IP antenna is compatible with all existing on-air services as well as supporting resolutions up to HD and UHD (4k).

For remote areas that are difficult to use cable TVs or IPTVs 

- SELFSAT>IP antenna works even in the regions that internet

  cable cannot reach.

For any events

- Places with a lot of people.

  (Olympic stadium, parks, auditoriums…) 

For any homes
- Each family member can choose the TV channel they want.

- 8 different channels simultaneously.

- Makes the best economical sense.

For students’ houses or hostels / office buildings and hospitals
- No need to purchase a TV to watch satellite broadcasting

  channels.

Wi-Fi Router

Up to 8 devices
in the home

Full HD & UHD TV

For SAT>IP with dish antenna,
4 coaxial cables, server and AP will be required.
For SELFSAT>IP antenna, one thin LAN cable is enough.

5 Smart phone
Via WLAN

ANTENNA 

1TV 1
Via WLAN / LAN

2TV 2
Via WLAN / LAN

3Smart phone
Via WLAN

4Tablet PC
Via WLAN

6 PC Via LAN

7 Tablet PC 
Via WLAN

8
TV 3
Via WLAN / LAN


